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INTRODUCTION

ØNautical tourism has been developing extensively in the 
Republic of Croatia:
– There are about 140 nautical tourism ports today, 17,000 berths 

in marinas. 
– Croatia is one of the most important charter destinations in the 

world. In the period from January to September 2018 more than 
440,000 arrivals and more than 3 million overnight stays in 
nautical charter were registered in Croatia, The total number of 
charter vessels in Croatia reached almost 4,400 (4,375) in 2018. 

Ø These figures clearly show that nautical tourism is one 
of the key segments of our tourism economy. 



LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
ØHaving a good legislative framework for regulation of charter 

operations is of greatest interest to Croatia due to importance 
of this branch of tourism. 

ØThe main legal sources for this contract are: 
ØMaritime Code - for the first time in Croatian legislation 

the Amendments to the Maritime Code of 2019 regulate the 
chartering of yachts and boats as nominate contracts 

o Ordinance on the conditions for conducting the activity 
of chartering of vessels with or without crew and the 
provision of guest accommodation services on vessels
and 

o Ordinance on boats and yachts



DEFINITION OF YACHT CHARTER 
PARTY AGREEMENT

• Definition 
ØYacht charter party agreement is a contract by which 

the owner undertakes to deliver a yacht or a boat to 
the charterer for the purpose of recreational 
navigation, and in return, the charterer is obligated to 
pay him a hire.



ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF YACHT 
CHARTER PARTY AGREEMENT

• Objective essential 
components of a yacht 
and boat charter are: 
Ø Pleasure craft - yacht or 

boat  
Ø Hire

• Subjective essential 
component of a yacht 
and boat charter is: 
Ø Accommodation of persons 

on the chartered vessel



PARTIES TO THE YACHT CHARTER 
PARTY AGREEMENT

Charter Company 
ØRegistered owner or holder of the vessel, or the one who
has taken responsibility for the management of the
vessel from the owner on the basis of a written contract
and who assumes, by taking over such responsibilities,
the powers and responsibilities.

Charterer
Ø In the domestic legal literature it is stated that the
charterer can only be a natural person because the
subject matter of the yacht charter party agreement is
delivered for use, which does not consider exploitation.
We believe that there are no legal, practical, nor
theoretical barriers for the legal person to assume the
role of a charterer if he or she takes a vessel for use
without making profit, i.e. for non-economic purposes,
for example for the recreation of his/her employees.



OBLIGATIONS AND LIABILITY OF 
THE OWNER - CHARTER COMPANY

ØThe charter company’s
principal obligation is to
deliver a yacht or a boat
to the charter at the
agreed place and time,
appropriately equipped,
seaworthy and fit for
contractual use.

ØThe owner shall always
be responsible for the
regular and exceptional
maintenance of a boat or
yacht.



OBLIGATIONS AND LIABILITY OF 
THE CHARTERER

ØThe charterer is obliged to use a yacht or a boat in
accordance with the agreement and its purpose, while
complying with the regulations on the safety of
navigation and the protection of the marine environment
and other valid regulations on navigation.

ØThe hire payment is an essential element of the contract.

ØThe charterer shall bear the costs of the propulsion, 
inventory, small repairs and regular use unless otherwise 
agreed.

ØThe charterer shall, after the expiration of the charter 
party agreement, redeliver the yacht or boat in the 
condition and the place where it was delivered, unless 
otherwise agreed.



CREW
ØA yacht or a boat can be chartered with or 

without crew:
o If a yacht or a boat is chartered unmanned, the 

charterer is obliged to ensure that a yacht or a boat 
during the charter is managed by a properly trained 
and authorized person as a yacht's master or skipper,

o If the charterer fails to fulfill this obligation, the owner 
has the right to terminate the contract and claim 
damages.

o If a yacht or a boat is chartered with a crew, the crew 
is obliged to execute the charterer's orders with 
respect to the navigation plan and they are not 
obliged to execute orders which could directly 
jeopardize the safety of a yacht or a boat.



CONCLUSION 
ØThe development of 

nautical tourism is 
defined as the strategic 
interest of the Republic of 
Croatia. Croatia is one of 
the most important 
charter destinations in 
the world, and charter 
activity is an important 
component of the overall 
nautical tourism. 
Consequently, such an 
intensive and significant 
economic activity should 
be accompanied by 
appropriate legal 
upgrading.



Ø For the first time in Croatian legislation the Amendments 
to the MC of 2019 regulate the chartering of yachts and 
boats as nominate contracts.

• By adopting new legislation, legal preconditions have 
been created for successful development of charter 
activities 

• The latest provisions contribute to uniform interpretation 
of the yacht charter party agreements, the quality of 
service with respect to legal certainty and the optimal 
balance between the rights and obligations of the 
contracting parties.

• The new legislative provisions consistently implement 
the current business practice, which has developed in 
the operations of the charter companies.

• This ensures the continuity and stability of business 
practices.



Thanks for your attention!


